Introduction {#s0005}
============

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is a tool for investigating the microstructure of biological tissue by probing the self-diffusion of water ([@bib16]). The conventional method for the analysis of white matter in dMRI imaging is the tensor model in Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI; [@bib10]). DTI has shown to be sensitive to microstructural changes due to, for example, development ([@bib49], [@bib43], [@bib9], [@bib39]) and pathology ([@bib64], [@bib33], [@bib56], [@bib58]). Although sensitive, DTI indices such as Fractional Anisotropy (FA) are also unspecific, since differences in FA can reflect different axonal properties such as axon density, diameter distribution and myelination ([@bib11], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib36], [@bib53]).

Recently, advances in biophysical multi-compartment modeling have gained popularity because they possess greater specificity than DTI in relating the dMRI signal to the underlying cellular microstructure ([@bib8], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib3], [@bib47], [@bib68], [@bib5], [@bib29], [@bib22], [@bib53], [@bib34]). In these diffusion microstructure models the diffusion weighted signal is expressed as a combination of one or more biophysically inspired compartments. Although the compartment models are based on simple geometric shapes, and a strong assumption of no inter-compartment exchange is made (cf; [@bib45]; [@bib41]), these models can provide specific measures such as fiber density, orientation dispersion, and axonal diameter distributions and have been shown to be sensitive to specific white matter alterations due to development (e.g. [@bib38]; [@bib34]) and pathology ([@bib15], [@bib29], [@bib14], [@bib60], [@bib63], [@bib37]).

There is a large range of diffusion microstructure models, including popular models such as Neurite Orientation Dispersion and Density Imaging model (NODDI; [@bib68]), the Combined Hindered And Restricted Model of Diffusion (CHARMED; [@bib6]), the White Matter Tract Integrity model (WMTI; [@bib29]), AxCaliber ([@bib7]), the Minimal Model of White Matter Diffusion (MMWMD in ActiveAx; [@bib3]; [@bib67]), including further developments of these models like NODDIDA ([@bib34]), Bingham NODDI ([@bib59]), diffusion time dependent CHARMED ([@bib23]) and fiber-specific T~1~ CHARMED ([@bib20]).

Each of these models needs to be fitted to the dMRI data to estimate parameter maps, which is commonly accomplished using non-linear optimization. This has two major challenges. First, it is computationally expensive, quickly leading to very long run times. Second, the quality, accuracy and precision of the data fit is often uncertain. To tackle these challenges, each of the popular models comes with its own, mostly different, optimization algorithm, noise model and initialization strategy to estimate its parameter maps. This creates challenges to comparability and generalization of results from diffusion microstructure models, additional to the model formulation itself. In this technical note we investigate the performance of several optimization algorithms and initialization strategies over a few of the more popular diffusion microstructure models. We investigate whether a single well performing approach exists that could be applied to many models and that equates both run time and fit aspects. To this end, we evaluate the fit, accuracy, precision and run time for different models of differing complexity against three common optimization algorithms and three parameter initialization strategies. All models, algorithms and strategies were implemented on the GPU to remove run time constraints. Variability of the achieved quality of fit in actual data is evaluated on ten subjects of each of two large group studies with a different acquisition protocol, the MGH-USC part of the Human Connectome Project ([@bib26]) and the Rhineland Study ([www.rheinland-studie.de](http://www.rheinland-studie.de){#ir0005}).

Methods {#s0010}
=======

All biophysical compartment models, noise models / likelihood functions, as well as optimization algorithms were implemented in a python based GPU accelerated toolbox (Maastricht Diffusion Toolbox or MDT, freely available under an open source L-GPL license at <https://github.com/cbclab/MDT>). Its object oriented modular design allows arbitrary combinations of individual single compartment models into composite compartment models, which can then be combined with a chosen likelihood function and optimization algorithm by Python scripting. The complete multi-compartment model, likelihood function and optimization algorithm is automatically compiled into OpenCL code executable on both CPUs and GPUs (or combinations thereof).

Single compartment models {#s0015}
-------------------------

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} defines the individual compartment models which are combined to construct the multi-compartment models (c.f. [@bib47]; [@bib28]) valid for (singly refocused) Pulsed Gradient Spin Echo (PGSE; [@bib57]) acquisitions.Table 1The single compartment models, see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} for an overview of the optimizable parameters. The primary direction of diffusivity **n**, is parameterized using polar coordinates with angles $\theta,\phi$ and radius d. The variables b, **g**, **q**, $\Delta$,$\delta$, G and TE are sequence settings. In the Tensor compartment, the function ${\mathit{rotate}(}\mathbf{n}{,\psi)\quad}$rotates the Tensor around $\mathbf{n}$ by the angle $\psi$. In the NODDI models, the function $f\left( {{\mathbf{n},\quad}\kappa} \right)d\mathbf{n}$ gives the probability of finding fiber bundles along orientation $\mathbf{n}$ using a Watson distribution with parameter $\kappa$ integrated over the unit sphere $\mathbb{S}^{2}$. In the NODDI_ex model, the diffusion tensor ${D(}\mathbf{n})$ is defined as a cylindrically symmetric Tensor (alike the Tensor in this table except for the symmetry). In the CHARMED_in compartment N is the number of gamma cylinders used, $v_{i}$ is the weight per gamma distributed cylinders and $R_{i}$ is the radius per cylinder. In previous work $\left| \mathbf{q} \right|^{2}\left( {\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}} \right)^{2}$ is sometimes denoted as $\left| \mathbf{q}_{\parallel} \right|^{2}$ and $\left| \mathbf{q} \right|^{2}{{(1 -}\left( {\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}} \right)}^{2}$ as $\left| \mathbf{q}_{\bot} \right|^{2}$, we inlined these identities here in the CHARMED_in equation.Table 1**CompartmentSignal functionCompartment model parameters**Tensor$\mathbf{S} = e^{{- b}{({d_{\parallel}{({\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}})}^{2}{+ \quad}d_{\bot_{1}}{({\mathbf{n}_{\bot_{1}}{\bullet \mathbf{g}}})}^{2} + d_{\bot_{2}}{({\mathbf{n}_{\bot_{2}}{\bullet \mathbf{g}}})}^{2}})}}$$d_{\mathit{||}}{,\quad}d_{\bot_{1}},\mathit{d}_{\bot_{2}}{,\theta,\phi,\psi}$$\mathbf{n}_{\bot_{1}} = {rotate}\left( {\mathbf{n}{,\psi}} \right)$$\mathbf{n}_{\bot_{2}} = \mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{n}_{\bot_{1}}$Ball$\mathbf{S} = e^{- \mathit{bd}}$$d$Stick$\mathbf{S} = e^{{- \mathit{bd}}{({\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}})}^{2\quad}}$$d,\theta,\phi$NODDI_in$\mathbf{S} = \int_{\mathbb{S}^{2}}{f\left( {{\mathbf{n},\quad}\kappa} \right)e^{{- \mathit{bd}}{({\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}})}^{2}}d\mathbf{n}}$$d,\theta,\phi,\kappa$NODDI_ex$\mathbf{S} = e^{{- b}\mathbf{g}^{T}{({\int_{\mathbb{S}^{2}}{f{({{\mathbf{n},\quad}\kappa})}{D(}\mathbf{n}{)d}\mathbf{n}}})}\mathbf{g}}$$d_{\mathit{||}},d_{\bot}{,\theta,\phi,\kappa}$      CHARMED_in$\mathbf{S} = \sum_{i = 1}^{N}{v_{i}\left\lbrack {S_{\parallel}\left( {\mathbf{q},\Delta} \right) \cdot S_{\bot_{i}}\left( {\mathbf{q},{TE}} \right)} \right\rbrack}$$d,\theta,\phi$$S_{\parallel}\left( {\mathbf{q},\Delta} \right) = e^{{- 4}\pi^{2}{|\mathbf{q}|}^{2}{({\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}})}^{2}{({\Delta - {\delta/3}})}d}$$S_{\bot_{i}}\left( {\mathbf{q},{TE}} \right) = e^{- {({{4\pi^{2}{|\mathbf{q}|}^{2}{{(1 -}{({\mathbf{n} \bullet \mathbf{g}})}}^{2})R_{i}^{4}}/{(\frac{d \bullet {TE}}{2})}})}{(\frac{7}{96})}{({{2 -}{(\frac{99}{112})}{R_{i}^{2}/{(\frac{d \bullet {TE}}{2})}}})}}$Table 2The parameter descriptions corresponding to [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 2**ParameterCompartmentsUsage**$d_{\mathit{||}}$ (or $d$)Tensor, Ball, Stick, NODDI_in, NODDI_ex, CHARMED_inParallel diffusivity along the primary direction of diffusion **n**$d_{\bot_{1}}$TensorPerpendicular diffusivity, perpendicular to both $d_{\mathit{||}}$ and $d_{\bot_{2}}$$d_{\bot_{2}}$TensorPerpendicular diffusivity, perpendicular to both $d_{\mathit{||}}$ and $d_{\bot_{1}}$$\theta$Tensor, Stick, NODDI_in, NODDI_ex, CHARMED_inPolar angle used to parameterize **n**, the primary direction of diffusion$\phi$Tensor, Stick, NODDI_in, NODDI_ex, CHARMED_inAzimuth angle used to parameterize **n**, the primary direction of diffusion$\psi$TensorUsed to rotate the Tensor around its primary axis$\kappa$NODDI_in, NODDI_exThe dispersion index of the Watson distribution

The Tensor model was first described in ([@bib10]), the Ball and Stick models are defined in ([@bib12]), NODDI_in and NODDI_ex are respectively the intra cellular and extra cellular models in ([@bib68]) and the CHARMED_in compartment is the restricted compartment defined in ([@bib8]).

Each compartment has a signal function modelling the signal **S** depending on the unit norm gradient direction vector **g** with scalar ${b =}\left( {\Delta - {\delta/3}} \right)\left( {\gamma\delta G} \right)^{2}$ and the vector $\mathbf{q} = {{{\gamma\delta}\mathbf{g}G}/{2\pi}}$. Here G is the gradient amplitude, $\Delta$ the time between the start of the two gradient pulses, $\delta$ the duration of the gradient pulse and $\gamma$ the gyromagnetic ratio for ^1^H in ${\mathit{rad} \bullet}s^{- 1} \bullet T^{- 1}$. Additionally, the CHARMED_in compartments depend on the echo time *TE*.

Disregarding fixing of parameter values discussed below, the modelled fiber orientations **n** are optimized as spherical coordinates using the free parameters $\theta$ and $\phi$ with scalar *d* for the diffusivity. Some models have more than one diffusivity, these are all optimized separately unless specified otherwise in the multi-compartment model. In the Tensor compartment the rotate function first rotates the fiber directions $\mathbf{n}$ by 90 degrees in the (x, z) plane to make it perpendicular to the principal direction. The Tensor is then rotated around $\mathbf{n}$ by the angle $\psi$ resulting in $\mathbf{n}_{\bot_{1}}$, and, after a cross product $\mathbf{n}_{\bot_{2}}$. In the NODDI_in and NODDI_ex models, the function $f\left( {{\mathbf{n},\quad}\kappa} \right)d\mathbf{n}$ gives the probability of finding fiber bundles along orientation $\mathbf{n}$ using a Watson distribution integrated over the unit sphere $\mathbb{S}^{2}$. In the NODDI_ex model, the diffusion tensor ${D(}\mathbf{n})$ is defined as a cylindrically symmetric tensor. For more details on NODDI see ([@bib68]). The CHARMED_in model is a Gamma Distributed Radii (GDR) Cylinder model ([@bib47]) where the cylinder distribution is predefined with N cylinders (we take N=6 throughout). Our 6 cylinders have radii R of \[1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5\] ${*10}^{- 6}$ meters and corresponding weights \[0.0212, 0.1072, 0.1944 0.2667, 0.2150, 0.1956\] taken from a Gamma distribution derived from histological results ([@bib1]).

Composite multi-compartment models {#s0020}
----------------------------------

The general multi-compartment diffusion microstructure model has the form of a weighted sum of single compartments:$$S = S_{0}\sum\limits_{i{= 0}}^{n}{w_{i}S_{i}}$$Where S~0~ is the signal for the non-diffusion weighted (or b0) acquisitions, *w*~*i*~ the volume fractions (signal weights, signal fractions or water fractions) and S~i~ is the signal function for the *i*'th of *n* total compartments. For this work we selected the Tensor, Ball&Sticks, NODDI and CHARMED models. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} shows these multi-compartment models (henceforth simply 'models'), their constituent compartments and total number of parameters including estimation of S~0~.Table 3The used composite multi-compartment models, their compartments (divided into intra-, extra-axonal and isotropic) and total number of parameters.Table 3**Model**RestrictedHinderedIsotropic compartmentsNumber of parametersAcquisition requirements(***in***tra-cellular) compartments(***ex***tra-cellular) compartmentsTensor--Tensor--7${b < 1.5*}10^{6}{\mathit{s}/}m^{2}$Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]Stick (*n* times)--Ball1+3*n*--NODDINODDI_inNODDI_exBall6$\geq 2$ b-values/shells            CHARMED_in\[*n*\]CHARMED_inTensor--7+4*n*$\geq 2$ b-values/shells(*n* times)$b_{\mathit{\max}}{\geq 4.0*}10^{6}{\mathit{s}/}m^{2}$

Here we take the Stick compartment to be an idealized cylinder with zero radius and classify it as a restricted compartment (cf. [@bib27]). We have added to some of the models the postfix '\_in\[*n*\]' which is used to identify the number of restricted compartments employed in a model for those models that allow multiple restricted compartments. For example, CHARMED_in2 indicates a CHARMED model with 2 restricted compartments (and the regular single hindered compartment) for each of two unique fiber orientations in a voxel. The total number of parameters per model is the sum of the parameters per compartment, the volume fractions (equal to the number of compartments minus one) and the scalar for $S_{0}$. The complete signal equation per model is then given as a volume fraction weighted sum of compartments, scaled by the non-diffusion weighted signal $S_{0}$.

Evaluation function and likelihood {#s0025}
----------------------------------

Models are optimized by finding the set of free parameter values $\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^{n}$ that minimize the evaluation function or objective function of the modeling errors $\left( {\mathbf{O} - {\mathbf{S}(}\mathbf{x})} \right)$ with **O** the observed data and **S(*****x*****)** the model signal estimate. In general, the evaluation function is formulated as the negative log likelihood function which embeds a noise model for the data. Whereas the noise in the complex valued Fourier coefficient images can be described by a Gaussian distribution, the noise in the magnitude reconstructed MR data follows a non-zero mean (Rician or non-central $\chi$) distribution ([@bib31]). For SNR\>2 an Offset Gaussian model can be used ([@bib2]), with the advantage that it is potentially more stable than the Rician model ([@bib47]). Therefore, we use the Offset Gaussian likelihood model for all optimizations. Minimizing the negative log likelihood leads to the following objective function (with constant terms dropped):$$\overset{®}{\mathbf{x}} = \underset{\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^{n}}{argmin}{⁡\left( \frac{\sum\left( {\mathbf{O} - \sqrt{({{\mathbf{S}(}\mathbf{x})}^{2}{+ \quad}\sigma^{2})}} \right)^{2}}{{2*}\sigma^{2}} \right)}$$

Here we use $\sigma$ as the standard deviation of the Gaussian distributed error of the complex valued Fourier images. We estimated this standard deviation $\sigma$ from the reconstructed magnitude images using the $\sigma_{\mathit{mult}}$ method in [@bib25].

Parameter dependencies and global fixes {#s0030}
---------------------------------------

Some of the models have specific dependencies between their parameters, as well as parameter fixed to a specific value. Defining the dependencies at the level of the multi-compartment model has two advantages. First, this allows the compartments to be defined as general as possible and adapt them for the use in several multi-compartment models. Second, some dependencies relate the parameters of different compartments to each other and therefore must operate at the level of the multi-compartment model. The list of global fixes and dependencies is given by [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} where we use the 'dot' notation (e.g. Ball.d for the d parameter of the Ball compartment) to explicitly assign parameters to certain compartments.Table 4Parameter dependencies and global fixes.Table 4**ModelParameter global fixesParameter dependencies**Tensor----      Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]Ball.d = 3\*10^−9^ m^2^/s$\sum w_{i}{= 1}$Stick.d = 1.7\*10^−9^ m^2^/s      NODDINODDI_in.d = 1.7\*10^−9^ m^2^/s1)$\sum w_{i}{= 1}$2)${{NODDI\_ ex}.}d_{\bot_{1}}{= {NODDI\_ ex}.}d_{\mathit{||}} \bullet \frac{w_{ex}}{(w_{in}{+ \quad}w_{ex})}$3)NODDI_ex.${\{\kappa,\theta},{\phi\}}$ = NODDI_in.${\{\kappa,\theta},{\phi\}}$NODDI_ex.d = 3\*10^−9^ m^2^/sBall.d = 3\*10^−9^ m^2^/sCHARMED_in\[*n*\]--$\sum w_{i}{= 1}$

In the NODDI model in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, the second dependency defines the NODDI tortuosity assumption and the third dependency locks the orientations and dispersion of the NODDI_in and NODDI_ex model to each other (the dispersion because the NODDI model adjusts the ratio of parallel and perpendicular extra-axonal diffusivity on the basis of orientation dispersion of the intracellular compartment). Additionally, for all multi-compartment models, the weights (volume fractions) must sum to one. This is accomplished by normalizing the set of *n-1* volume fractions in each optimization iteration by the sum ${s =}\sum\limits_{i}^{n - 1}w_{i}$ if that sum is larger than one. The last compartment weight, not explicitly optimized, is either set to zero, i.e. $w_{n}{= 0}$ or set as $w_{n}{= 1 - \mathit{s}}$ if s is smaller than zero, for signal evaluation in the optimization process.

Indices calculated in post-processing {#s0035}
-------------------------------------

For every model various additional volumetric maps are calculated from the optimized model parameters. These can be model specific and model independent. [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} highlights the model specific maps.Table 5Additional volumetric maps per model.Table 5**ModelAdditional maps**Tensor--Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]${FS}{= 1–}w_{\mathit{ball}}$NODDI1)${NDI} = \frac{w_{\mathit{in}}}{w_{\mathit{in}} + w_{\mathit{ex}}}$2)${ODI} = {\arctan 2}\left( {1,\kappa \bullet 10} \right) \bullet \frac{2}{\pi}$CHARMED_in\[*n*\]${FR}{= 1–}w_{\mathit{hin}}$

FS (Fraction of Sticks) is the total fraction (sum of weights) of the *n* Stick compartments in the Ball&Sticks model. NDI (Neurite Density Index) and ODI (Orientation Dispersion Index) are defined in ([@bib67]) and FR (Fraction of Restricted) is the total fraction of the *n* restricted compartments in the CHARMED model ([@bib8], [@bib21]).

In addition to these model specific maps, we add two model independent maps to the result set of every model. The first is the Log Likelihood (LL) map containing the complete (log) likelihood of the model given the data, as given by:$${\mathit{LL} = -}\frac{\sum\left( {\mathbf{O} - \sqrt{\left( {{\mathbf{S}\left( \overset{®}{\mathbf{x}} \right)}^{2}{+ \quad}\sigma^{2}} \right)}} \right)^{2}}{{2*}\sigma^{2}}{- m*}{\log ⁡}{(\sigma}\sqrt{2\pi})$$

With **O** the observation, **S(**$\overset{®}{\mathbf{x}}$**)** the function value given the optimal set of parameters, $\sigma$ the noise standard deviation and *m* the number of volumes in the dataset. This LL map gives an indication of the goodness of fit and a higher LL is preferred. The second model independent map we add is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) map. The BIC ([@bib54]) can be used to compare models with different numbers of parameters on the same dataset ([@bib47], [@bib27]). It is defined as ${BIC}{= - 2*\mathit{LL} + k*}\ln\left( m \right)$ where *LL* is the log likelihood value, *k* is the number of free parameters and *m* is the number of observations. The model with the lower BIC is preferred and features the best trade-off between model-fit and complexity (number of parameters).

Optimization algorithms {#s0040}
-----------------------

We explicitly separate the models from the optimization algorithms to enable evaluating model/optimization algorithm combinations. We choose three commonly used optimization algorithms, two generations of gradient free algorithms (Nelder-Mead Simplex and Powell\'s conjugate-direction) and one gradient-based algorithm (Levenberg-Marquardt). All optimization algorithms in this study were originally programmed in C and converted to OpenCL for the purpose of this work. OpenCL is a cross-vendor language standard and framework that enables highly parallelized calculations on the graphics card (graphical processing unit, GPU), as well as central processor unit (CPU), potentially allowing for large computational acceleration (c.f. [@bib32]).

The first routine we used is the Nelder-Mead simplex (NMSimplex) method ([@bib44]). This is a general derivative-free nonlinear local optimization algorithm, also used in the MATLAB fminsearch function. The NMSimplex routine starts with an n-dimensional simplex with at each vertex initial values for all n model parameters. During optimization, the values of the evaluation function at each vertex of the simplex are used to determine the worst corner point. The algorithm then tries to replace this worst point by transforming the simplex about its centroid using reflection, expansion, contraction and shrinking ([@bib52]). This algorithm has five coefficients that determine its behavior: the scale of the initial simplex (*s*), and the coefficients for the reflection $\left( \alpha \right)$, contraction $(\beta)$, expansion $\left( \gamma \right)$, and shrink $(\delta)$ of the simplex during each iteration. Preliminary tests using the default coefficients by ([@bib44]), the table of coefficients in ([@bib62]) and the adaptive coefficients in ([@bib30]) led us to use the adaptive coefficients in the latter, being: $s = 1$, $\alpha = 1$, $\beta = 0.75 - 1.0/(2*\mathit{k})$, $\gamma = 1 + 2.0/\mathit{k}$and $\delta = 1 - 1.0/\mathit{k}$ with *k* being the number of free parameters in the model. The original implementation followed for translation into OpenCL was programmed in C by Michael F. Hutt (<http://www.mikehutt.com/neldermead.html>).

The second routine studied is the Powell conjugate-direction method ([@bib50]). This is a general derivative-free nonlinear local optimization algorithm. It starts the search with *n* search vectors each containing all *n* model parameters. In every iteration, the algorithm tries to update each search vector in turn using a line search across each dimension. Doing so, it will continuously create new vector combinations (using line searches) and replace old combinations until a stop criteria is met. The final result is the search vector with the minimum function value. We used an OpenCL implementation translated from the C implementation described in Numerical Recipes 3^th^ edition ([@bib51]) while using the Brent algorithm ([@bib18]) for the line search. We used the default settings (from the literature) with a bracket gold ratio of 1.618034 (default ratio by which successive intervals are magnified in bracketing) and a g-limit of 100 (the maximum magnification allowed for a parabolic-fit step in function bracketing).

The third routine we studied is the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method ([@bib40]). This method is a gradient based least squares optimization routine for which the gradients can either be given analytically or approximated numerically. We used numerical gradients for all models, as this is most commonly applied ([@bib3], [@bib7], [@bib21], [@bib68]). Our implementation is an OpenCL version of the lmfit (<http://apps.jcns.fz-juelich.de/lmfit>) C implementation of this algorithm.

All three algorithms above have two main stop criteria. Either the difference between two consecutive iterations is below a certain threshold, or the predefined maximum number of iterations is reached. For the first we set the break threshold at thirty times the machine epsilon. For the second we set the so-called patience ($i = p*(1 + k)$ where *i* is the number of iterations, *p* is the patience and *k* is the number of free parameters in the model) to a predefined setting per optimization algorithm. This construction allows fixing the patience while ensuring that models with more parameters are allowed more iterations. We did a preliminary study to determine per algorithm and model the optimal patience given goodness of fit and run time. We used, unless stated otherwise, for NMSimplex a patience of 200, for Powell a patience of 2 and for LM a patience of 100, which gave the optimal trade-off between run time and fit (objective function minimum) for each algorithm. All calculations were performed on a single 2015 AMD Fury X graphics card using single float (32-bit) precision, except for parts where value range (summation of log likelihoods, Euclidian norm in the LM algorithms) or precision (the Watson function in NODDI) are critical, which were evaluated with double precision.

Parameter transformations {#s0045}
-------------------------

During model fitting with the NMSimplex, Powell and LM method we use parameter transformations to limit the range of each parameter to biophysical meaningful values and to scale the parameters to a range better suited for optimization after Panagiotaki (2012). These transformations transform the parameters between two sets of parameters spaces: the model space and the optimization space, both in $\mathbb{R}^{n}$. The model space is the space in which the parameters can be used as input to the model. The optimization space is the set of parameters the optimization routine tries to optimize. We define the encoding transformation as transforming the parameters from model to optimization space and the decoding transformation from optimization to model space. Please see [Appendix A](#s0115){ref-type="sec"} for a complete list of parameter transformations used in this work.

Cascaded model optimization {#s0050}
---------------------------

A common strategy to optimize complex (i.e. high number of parameter) models is initializing subsets of parameters with results from earlier simpler model optimizations ([@bib47], [@bib68], [@bib20]). We formalize this here as cascaded model optimization. We test three cascading strategies: Cascade S~0~ (CS), Cascade Initialized (CI) and Cascade Fixed (CF), see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. In the CS cascade we first fit a one parameter S~0~ model to the non-diffusion weighted volumes to determine the scale of the non-diffusion weighted signal. We use this to initialize the S~0~ parameter of the model we are interested in. In the CI cascades we initialize a few specific parameters like the volume fractions and the fiber orientation parameters from the results of a simpler model. The CF cascades are similar to the CI cascades except that we now fix some of the parameters, reducing the dimensionality of the last optimization, instead of initializing them. For a complete overview of initialized and fixed parameters for all three cascade variants see [Appendix B](#s0120){ref-type="sec"}. In this work, we always use at least CS for all model fitting, as an alternative to dividing away the non-diffusion weighted signal or to fixing it beforehand. Since the range of the S~0~ parameter is quite large and arbitrary, initializing with an S~0~ estimate improves the performance and run time of the optimization routines.Fig. 1Illustration of the three different cascading strategies (for the example of the NODDI model): CS, CI and CF. The blue arrows indicate initialization of a parameter, the orange arrows indicate fixing a parameter.Fig. 1

Datasets {#s0055}
--------

For this study we used two groups of ten subjects coming from two studies. The first ten subjects are from the freely available fully preprocessed dMRI data from the USC-Harvard consortium of the Human Connectome project. Data used in the preparation of this work were obtained from the MGH-USC Human Connectome Project (HCP) database (<https://ida.loni.usc.edu/login.jsp>). The HCP project (Principal Investigators: Bruce Rosen, M.D., Ph.D., Martinos Center at Massachusetts General Hospital; Arthur W. Toga, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, Van J. Weeden, MD, Martinos Center at Massachusetts General Hospital) is supported by the National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR), the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS). Collectively, the HCP is the result of efforts of co-investigators from the University of California, Los Angeles, Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), Washington University, and the University of Minnesota (<http://www.humanconnectome.org/documentation/MGH-diffusion/>).

The data were acquired on a specialized Siemens Magnetom Connectom with 300mT/m gradient set (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). These datasets were acquired at a resolution of 1.5mm isotropic with $\Delta$=21.8ms, $\delta$=12.9ms, TE=57ms, TR=8800ms, Partial Fourier = 6/8, MB factor 1 (i.e. no simultaneous multi-slice), in-plane GRAPPA acceleration factor 3, with 4 shells of b=1000, 3000, 5000, 10,000, s/mm\^2, with respectively 64, 64, 128, 393 directions to which are added 40 b0 volumes leading to 552 volumes in total per subject, with an acquisition time of 89 minutes. We refer to these datasets as HCP MGH − 1.5mm −552vol - b10k and to the multi-shell direction table as the HCP MGH table. These four-shell, high number of directions, and very high maximum b-value datasets allow a wide range of models to be fitted. The second set of ten subjects comes from the diffusion protocol pilot phase of the Rhineland Study ([www.rheinland-studie.de](http://www.rheinland-studie.de){#ir0035}) and was acquired on a Siemens Magnetom Prisma (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with the Center for Magnetic Resonance Research (CMRR) multi-band (MB) diffusion sequence ([@bib42], [@bib65]). These datasets had a resolution of 2.0mm isotropic with $\Delta$=45.8ms, $\delta$=16.3ms and TE=90ms, TR=4500ms Partial Fourier = 6/8, MB factor 3, no in-plane acceleration with 3 shells of b=1000, 2000, 3000 s/mm\^2, with respectively 30, 40 and 50 directions to which are added 14 b0 volumes leading to 134 volumes in total per subject, with an acquisition time of 10 min 21 sec. Additional b0 volumes were acquired with a reversed phase encoding direction which were used to correct susceptibility related distortion (in addition to bulk subject motion) with the topup and eddy tools in FSL version 5.0.9. We refer to these datasets as RLS -- 2mm -- 134dir -- b3k and to the multi-shell direction table as the RLS table. These three-shell datasets represent a relatively short time acquisition protocol that still allows many models to be fitted.

Since the Tensor model is only valid for b-values up to about 1200 s/mm^2^, it is estimated on only the b-value 1000 s/mm^2^ shell and b0 volumes. All other models are estimated on all data volumes. For all datasets we created a whole brain mask, using BET from FSL ([@bib55]), and a white matter (WM) mask. The whole brain mask is used during the model fitting, whereas averages over the WM mask are used in model or data comparisons. The WM mask was calculated by applying a threshold of 0.3 on the Tensor FA results, followed by a double pass 3D median filter of radius 2 in all directions. The Tensor estimate for this mask generation was calculated using a CI Ball Stick/Tensor cascade optimized with the Powell method.

To compare performance and robustness of different optimization algorithms and cascading strategies the per-subject LL averages over the WM mask were calculated. The mean differences between algorithms or strategies over ten subjects and their standard error of the mean (SEM) were then reported.

Ground truth simulations {#s0060}
------------------------

We performed two sets of ground truth simulations (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) to quantify accuracy and precision of: 1) the optimization ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A) and 2) the cascading results ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). First, to assess the accuracy and precision of the different optimization algorithms ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A), we created ten thousand random fiber orientations for each of sixty linearly spaced volume fractions in \[0.2, 0.8\], for the Ball&Sticks_in1, CHARMED_in1 and NODDI models using both a HCP MGH and a RLS multi-shell direction table. For the generated signals we created three copies with a Rician distributed noise realization at SNRs 10, 20 and 40. We compute optimization error as optimized parameter value minus ground truth parameter value for the intra-axonal volume fraction, i.e. fraction of stick (FS) for Ball&Sticks_in1, fraction of restricted (FR) for CHARMED_in1 and fraction of restricted FR for NODDI. We compute a measure of accuracy as the inverse of the mean optimization error over ten thousand random fiber orientations per volume fraction (each with a unique noise realization). Similarly, as a measure of precision we compute inverse of the standard deviation of the optimization error over ten thousand random fiber orientations per volume fraction. Finally, we aggregated these results over the sixty volume fractions into a mean and standard error for both accuracy and precision.Fig. 2Illustration of the ground truth simulation workflow to quantify the accuracy and precision of A) the optimization routine comparisons, B) the cascading results.Fig. 2

Second, to assess the accuracy and precision of the different cascading strategies (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B), we created for the CHARMED_in3 model 1e6 instances with randomly distributed fiber orientations and volume fractions, using both a HCP MGH and a RLS multi-shell direction table. Instead of generating consistent instances which meet inter-fiber angle and volume fraction constraints, we chose to generate many random instances and filter for the constraints. Therefore, after generating 1e6 instances we filtered out: i) instances with any angle between the three orientations smaller than 30 degrees, and ii) individual volume fractions outside the range \[0.2, 0.8\], leaving 1.5e5 instances. For the generated signals we created three copies with a Rician distributed noise realization at SNRs 10, 20 and 40. After optimization, we calculated for largest, middle and smallest volume fractions the accuracy and precision as above. We aggregated these results over the three volume fractions within the model into a mean and standard error for both accuracy and precision.

Results {#s0065}
=======

We focus first on the effect of optimization algorithms when applied to the entire diffusion model estimation problem. Subsequently, we focus on initialization strategies by cascaded optimization, dividing the estimation problem into sequential lower dimensional problems.

Effect of optimization algorithm {#s0070}
--------------------------------

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows estimated parameter maps for a single HCP MGH subject (HCP MGH − 1.5mm −552vol - b10k, subject 1003) for four different models (Tensor, Ball&Sticks_in1, NODDI, CHARMED_in1) each estimated with three optimization algorithms (NMSimplex, Powell, LM). Note that the Tensor model is mainly shown for comparison and is only estimated on the b-value 1000 s/mm^2^ shell. [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} shows the corresponding Log Likelihoods (LL), Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) and run times (RT) for these results, along with the results of a single RLS -- 2mm -- 134dir -- b3k subject. It can be seen that a GPU based implementation gives full model optimization results and estimated whole brain parameter maps in matters of seconds to minutes even for complex models and a large dataset. Powell almost always outperforms other methods in terms of LL and BIC (except for CHARMED_in1 for the RLS dataset). The Powell algorithm shows the most consistently high fitting performance over models and datasets, especially on the complex 552 volume HCP MGH dataset. On the simpler 134 volume RLS dataset the fit is sometimes matched (with NMSimplex in Tensor-RLS and with LM in Ball&Sticks_in1- RLS) or slightly exceeded (by NMSimplex in CHARMED_in1 - RLS) by one of the other algorithms. In addition, Powell is often the fastest algorithm, and when not the fastest always better fitting than the fastest algorithm. To assess the variability of the achieved fit, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} reports mean differences in fit between algorithms and its standard error over the mean (SEM) over ten HCP MGH and ten RLS subjects. Powell outperforms the other algorithms except for the case of the CHARMED_in1 model with the RLS data by a very small margin. Error bars show that the variability of the fit differences over subjects is relatively low with the SEM generally at about ten percent of the fit difference.Fig. 3Models (in columns) against optimization algorithms (in rows) for a single HCP MGH dataset. FA: Fractional Anisotropy; FS: Fraction of stick compartment; FR: fraction of restricted (fraction of intra-cellular/restricted compartment). Each model parameter map (column) is individually scaled.Fig. 3Fig. 4Algorithm Log Likelihood differences per model over 10 HCP MGH (left) and 10 RLS subjects (right). Bars depict the mean LL difference and error bars give the standard error of the mean for the difference over subjects.Fig. 4Table 6Models (in columns) against optimization algorithms (in rows) for a single HCP MGH and RLS dataset. Reported LL and BIC are the mean over a whole brain white matter mask. The run times are over the entire brain mask and are in units of (h:mm:ss). For the BIC, the number of observations is for Ball&Sticks_in1, NODDI and CHARMED_in1 given as (HCP MGH: 552, RLS: 134) and for Tensor given as (HCP MGH: 104, RLS: 44), while the number of free parameters is given as (Tensor: 7, Ball&Sticks_in1: 4, NODDI: 6, CHARMED_in1: 11).Table 6**TensorBall&Sticks_in1NODDICHARMED_in1***LLBICRTLLBICRTLLBICRTLLBICRT***HCP MGH**NMSimplex−52810990:00:41−300060250:01:33−279556271:07:50−269854662:30:53Powell−51410720:01:08−298559950:00:50−271454670:12:08−269154520:21:17LM−51910820:01:30−299260090:00:49−275955570:14:48−270854860:28:10NMSimplex−3246820:00:07−108321850:00:09−98419980:05:32−96219770:06:36                            **RLS**Powell−3246820:00:03−108121820:00:03−97619800:01:23−96319790:01:19LM−3286890:00:28−108121820:00:04−99720230:01:31−97219980:02:59

To assess accuracy and precision for different optimization algorithms, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} reports ground truth simulation results over three models (Ball&Sticks_in1, NODDI and CHARMED_in1), the two multi-shell direction tables and three simulated SNRs. A general trend of increasing accuracy and precision with SNR can be observed. In general, Powell has a tendency for higher accuracy and precision than the other algorithms over all models, which is often more pronounced at higher SNRs and more complex models. In terms of accuracy, LM can keep up with Powell in Ball&Sticks_in1 and NMSimplex in the CHARMED_in1 model, but precision is almost always considerably higher for Powell. When comparing acquisition tables for the Powell method, little difference can be seen for Ball&Sticks_in1, the simplest model. For NODDI there seems to be a tendency for increased precision when using the extensive HCP MGH direction table instead of the RLS table at the same SNR. For CHARMED_in1, a clear increase in accuracy and precision can be observed when going to the more complex HCP protocol, which may reflect the presence of high b-values (\>3000 s/mm^2^) as previously reported ([@bib53]).Fig. 5Ground truth simulation results for three models (rows) and two multi-shell direction tables (columns) for three SNRs. The unstriped bars represent the accuracy (acc) per optimization algorithm, the striped bars represent the precision (prc), computed over 10^4^ realizations per volume fraction. The bars give the mean and the error bars give the standard error computed over seven different simulated volume fractions between 0.2 and 0.8.Fig. 5

Effects of cascaded optimization {#s0075}
--------------------------------

We next focus on the effect of different cascading strategies for a very complex model, CHARMED_in3 with three different restricted compartments per voxel and a total number of 19 parameters. This is a very difficult model to fit, even on a very large number of volumes (such as the HCP MGH multi-shell direction table), but nonetheless a very useful model for microstructure quantification as it separates multiple fiber orientations per voxel ([@bib21]). [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows FR maps and multiple local restricted compartment orientations for CS (Cascade S~0~), CI (Cascade Initialized) and CF (Cascade Fixed). CS will optimize the full 19 parameters in the final cascade step; CI will also optimize the full 19 parameters in the final cascade step but the orientations are initialized from an earlier Ball&Sticks_in3 cascade step; CF will optimize 13 parameters in the final cascade step where the 6 restricted orientation parameters are fixed from an earlier cascade step. Transverse maps and orientation plots are shown at the level of the centrum semiovale where three distinct fiber orientations are expected in white matter. Both FR and orientation estimates appear more structured and smooth in CI and CF, compared to CS. Orientation estimates, in particular, show missing identification of the green A-P orientation (corresponding to the superior longitudinal fasciculus) in some places, for CS and to a lesser degree CI (see white arrow). [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} reports run times and fit parameters for different models of increasing complexity for a single HCP MGH and RLS dataset. The run times and fit parameters show that quantitatively CI and CF have a better fit than CS. In terms of run time, CF outperforms both CS and CI, especially for the CHARMED_in3 model by a factor of 3. These results show that a straightforward optimization of a large 19 parameter model as in CS, achieves a suboptimal fit, even when using a large multi-shell direction table. However, with a good initialization of a subset of the parameters, the fit can be improved considerably. Finally, although results are more subtle, fixing (in CF) rather than initializing (in CI) the orientation parameters, provides similarly good results even though the degrees of freedom in the final optimization step have been reduced. For simpler models (NODDI and CHARMED_in1 and \_in2) with less parameters, the fit advantages of CI and CF strategies are almost absent and the speed advantages less pronounced, although speed-ups of 1.5x to 3x are still achieved.Fig. 6Parameter maps (CHARMED_in3, FR map; top row) and local restricted compartment 3D color-coded orientations (bottom row) for different cascading strategies (in columns) for a single HCP MGH subject (1003). The top row shows a thresholded FR map superimposed on a hindered fraction map in gray-scale.Fig. 6Table 7Models (columns) against optimization algorithms (rows) for a single HCP MGH and RLS dataset. Reported LL and BIC are the mean over a whole brain white matter mask. The run times are over the entire brain mask and are in units of (h:mm:ss). For the BIC, the number of observations is given by the number of volumes in the datasets (552 for HCP MGH and 134 for RLS), while the number of free parameters is given as (NODDI: 6, CHARMED_in1: 11, CHARMED_in2: 15, CHARMED_in3: 19).Table 7**NODDICHARMED_in1CHARMED_in2CHARMED_in3***LLBICRTLLBICRTLLBICRTLLBICRT***HCP MGH**CS−271454670:12:08−269154520:21:17−268054551:03:38−267754741:29:34CI−271654700:11:31−268954470:21:02−267754491:00:56−267554692:07:14CF−271554680:07:47−269054490:13:17−267854510:33:44−267654721:03:09CS−97619800:01:23−96319790:01:19−96219970:03:51−96120150:11:12                            **RLS**CI−97419770:01:09−96119770:01:42−95919910:04:57−95820090:12:31CF−97419780:00:48−96219780:00:51−96019930:02:13−95920110:03:38

To assess the robustness of the fit improvements, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} reports mean difference in fit between cascading strategies and its SEM over ten HCP MGH and ten RLS subjects. CI and CF always have a higher LL than CS (with the exception of NODDI for the HCP MGH data). More generally, the fit improvement of CI and CF over CS increases with model complexity (i.e. with CHARMED_in2, CHARMED_in3). In addition, the fit of CI is always slightly higher than that of CF, with this fit difference generally being smaller than that separating CS from both of these. Error bars show that the variability of the fit differences over subjects is relatively low.Fig. 7Inter-subject differences of the LL for each model and cascading technique over 10 MGH and 10 RLS subjects. The error bars give the standard error of the mean for the inter-subject differences.Fig. 7

To assess accuracy and precision for different cascading strategies, [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} reports ground truth simulation results for the two multi-shell direction tables and three SNRs for the most complex CHARMED_in3 model. The cascading strategies CI and CF outperform CS in terms of accuracy and precision, especially for the higher SNRs of 20 and 40. For the more extensive HCP protocol, accuracy and precision for CI and CF is very similar, irrespective of SNR. For the less extensive RLS protocol, CF has a tendency of outperforming CI, especially for lower SNRs. Also, the accuracy and precision is clearly higher for the more complex HCP MGH multi-shell direction table.Fig. 8Ground truth simulation results for the CHARMED_in3 model for the HCP MGH and RLS multi-shell direction tables for three SNRs. The unstriped bars represent the accuracy (acc) per cascading strategy, the striped bars represent the precision (prc), computed over a total number of 10^6^ realizations. The bars give the mean and the error bars give the standard error computed over the volume fractions of the three simulated orientations.Fig. 8

Discussion {#s0080}
==========

Using an efficient GPU based implementation, we show that run time can be removed as a fundamental constraint for optimization of multi-compartment models, achieving whole brain dataset fits in seconds to minutes. We find that optimization algorithms and multi-step optimization approaches have a considerable influence on performance and stability over subjects and over acquisition protocols. The gradient-free Powell conjugate-direction algorithm was found to outperform other common algorithms in terms of run time, fit, accuracy and precision. Parameter initialization approaches were found to be relevant especially for more complex models, such as those involving several fiber orientations per voxel.

Optimization algorithms {#s0085}
-----------------------

The Powell conjugate-direction algorithm almost always outperforms the other methods in terms of LL and BIC, over multiple models and two different multi-shell acquisition protocols. In addition, Powell is often the fastest algorithm, and when not the fastest it always provides better fitting than a faster algorithm. The variability over ten subjects in the fit differences between algorithms is relatively low with the standard error generally at a third to half of the fitting difference. This shows that the fitting improvement is a significant and robust one likely exceeding the variability of the model parameters in experimental subject groups and therefore possibly of influence on statistical power. The BIC differences between optimization algorithms are of a similar size as the BIC differences between models. This means that the choice of optimization algorithm could have an influence on later model comparisons and model rankings. Going beyond data fit and considering accuracy and precision using ground truth simulations we find that Powell outperforms the other algorithms, which is even more pronounced at higher SNRs and with more complex models. When comparing accuracy and precision between acquisition protocols for the Powell method, little effect is observed for simpler models such as Ball&Stick_in1 and NODDI, but an increase in accuracy can be observed for CHARMED_in1 when going to the more complex HCP protocol.

Cascaded optimization {#s0090}
---------------------

Different forms of cascaded optimization have already been applied to diffusion microstructure modeling. For instance, [@bib68] and the accompanying NODDI MATLAB toolbox first do an initial grid search over a feasible range of parameter values after which the parameters are optimized twice, once with the fiber orientations and dispersion locked and the second time with all parameters free. [@bib20] uses a two-step optimization approach in which the number of intra-axonal compartments and their orientations are fixed to the orientations found by the CSD method ([@bib61], [@bib35]). We formalize and generalize multi-step optimization here as cascaded model optimization. Results show that CI and CF always have a better fit (higher Log Likelihood) than CS and that the fit improvement of CI and CF over CS increases with model complexity. This shows that with a good initialization of a subset of the parameters, the fit can be improved considerably over one-step optimization (not considering S~0~, as it is common practice to either work on S~0~-normalized signal or to estimate and fix it beforehand). In terms of accuracy and precision CI and CF also outperform CS, especially for the higher SNRs of 20 and 40.

Comparing between CI and CF for the complex CHARMED_in3 model (19 parameters) and for the more extensive HCP protocol, the accuracy and precision for CI and CF is very similar, irrespective of SNR. For the less extensive RLS protocol, CF has a tendency of outperforming CI especially for lower SNRs. These results are interesting given that CF has lower degrees of freedom in its final cascade step than CI. More degrees of freedom potentially allow for a better fit since the model can better adapt to the given data, which is shown in the superior fit performance in CI in the context of high SNR and the rich HCP MGH acquisition protocol. However, in the context of few data points or lower SNR, more degrees of freedom are a disadvantage, as is shown in the superior accuracy of CF in the context of lower SNRs and the RLS acquisition protocol. Hence, overall, CF has very appealing properties for general use as a cascaded optimization strategy for complex models. Besides providing a good fit, accuracy and precision in many contexts, it is also, by a large margin, invariably, the fastest cascading strategy. Since the Powell algorithm provided the best performance when compared to NMSimplex and LM we focused here on comparing cascading results using Powell only. Comparisons of cascading strategies using the other optimization algorithms (see [Supplementary Table 1](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}) show that CI and CS strategies can provide considerable benefits for NMSimplex and LM as well, but also that the Powell algorithm continues to outperform NMSimplex and LM when combined with CF and CI. Other initialization strategies like random multi-start and initializing with a preliminary grid search have been applied to diffusion microstructure model optimization. Comparisons of these initialization strategies to the cascading strategies investigated here using all optimization algorithms (see [Supplementary Table 2](#s0130){ref-type="sec"}) show that considerable fit improvements can indeed be achieved with multi-start and grid search compared to CS for NMSimplex and LM. However, these results are almost invariably inferior to, or as good as, the CF and CI results, especially for the Powell algorithm. In terms of runtime/performance tradeoff the cascading strategies perform vastly better than grid search and multi-start.

An additional argument for the use of CF is that it allows combining microstructure parameter maps with tractography results in a structured way (e.g.; [@bib13]). One can use the fiber orientations from a Ball&Sticks_in\[n\] fit for tractography and subsequently use CF with the same orientations for a CHARMED_in\[n\] model to ensure that microstructure parameters mapped onto these tracks agree with the local track orientation. Alternatively, when using CI or when fitting the tractography orientations and the microstructure models separately, one would not have this assurance. Future research could focus on more ways of initializing or fixing parameters over cascading steps, such as limiting the extra-axonal Tensor compartment in CHARMED to the orientations of the intra axonal orientations. Additionally, one could also use other methods for orientation initialization, such as CSD ([@bib61], [@bib35]). Additionally, one can think of cascades where the final model is initialized with the results of more than one model, for example, initializing the orientations with a Ball&Sticks model and initializing a (possible) T1 or T2 compartment from a different model. These extensions fit within the framework proposed here.

Run times {#s0095}
---------

All run times reported here were achieved with a single 2015 AMD Fury X graphics card with a theoretical peak performance of 8.6 teraflops single precision. Higher performing hardware, as well as use of multiple devices in parallel should deliver proportional run time gains. In practice, OpenCL driver performance, number of parallel streaming processors and streaming processor architecture, device memory and memory bandwidth (here 4GB and 512GBytes/sec, respectively) also determine computational performance.

Limitations {#s0100}
-----------

In this work we compared three optimization algorithms: Nelder-Mead Simplex, Powell\'s conjugate-direction and Levenberg-Marquardt which covers a set of generally used algorithms. Other optimization algorithms could be considered. Since all the tested optimization routines are local optimizers, it would be interesting to also use global optimization algorithms such as the Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA; [@bib66]) to evaluate their capacity of avoiding local minima. Also Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling of the full Bayesian posterior would be an interesting extension since it can avoid local minima and would provide precision or uncertainty estimates for the obtained parameters. However MCMC sampling is a different type of algorithm than the optimization algorithms covered in this work, in two ways. First, it has a different goal: it aims to sample the full posterior distribution of parameters, rather than provide a (maximum likelihood) point estimate of the optimal parameter value. Generating the full posterior inevitably also takes more runtime, which is often only justified if more than just the maximum of the posterior is used (e.g. the standard deviation of the posterior). Second, it requires more information. All algorithms in this work are local optimization routines that only require an objective (likelihood) function to perform the minimization. MCMC on the other hand additionally requires the user to define a prior probability function and a proposal function for each of the model parameters. Other optimization approaches avoid non-linear optimization altogether by linearizing the optimization problem ([@bib19]; [@bib46]). For instance, AMICO ([@bib19]) constructs a convex formulation with a single global minimum by choosing a finite dictionary of atoms and has been successfully applied to the NODDI, ActiveAx ([@bib4], [@bib19]) and VERDICT ([@bib17]) models. This different approach comes with its own trade-offs. For instance, atom dictionary size can increase exponentially in more complex models when sampling interdependent parameters sufficiently dense ([@bib48] and it is limited to a Gaussian noise model, which embeds assumptions almost never met in standard multichannel acquisitions ([@bib31], [@bib24], [@bib19]).

Conclusions and recommendations {#s0105}
===============================

When the aim is optimization of a point estimate, rather than sampling a full parameter posterior, (e.g. with MCMC), we would advise the use of the Powell algorithm for microstructure modelling in dMRI. For low complexity models up to about 8 parameters, including NODDI and Ball&Sticks_in1 a simple CS strategy can be used, although a CF strategy can yield run time gains. For intermediate complexity models, such as Ball&Sticks_in3, we recommend using a successive CI cascade on an increasing number of fiber orientations. Finally, CF is recommended for the higher complexity models such as CHARMED_in3 yielding run time, fit, accuracy and precision advantages as well as advantages for combined tractography and microstructure.

Software implementation note {#s0110}
============================

All biophysical compartment models, noise models / likelihood functions, as well as optimization algorithms were modularly implemented in a python based GPU accelerated toolbox (Maastricht Diffusion Toolbox or MDT) freely available under an open source L-GPL license at <https://github.com/cbclab/MDT>. It comes with a graphical user interface for easy usage as an analysis tool. MDT can be used to perform all model optimizations reported in this work and the modular design of the toolbox allows easy extension with new single compartment models and composite multi-compartment models.

Appendix A {#s0115}
==========

To enforce boundary conditions on the parameters and to scale the parameters to a range better suited for optimization, we use encoding and decoding transformations on the model parameters. [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} shows the model encoding and decoding transformations used in this work. For models that share the same parameter and that have a different transformation we have listed the specific transformation per parameter. The transformations containing a cosine or sine are used to restrain the parameter within a given set of lower and upper bounds. The general encoding transformation is (for example for the sine variant): $\overset{®}{x} = {\mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{{x -}\mathbf{lb}}{\mathbf{ub} - \mathbf{lb}} \right|})$, where *x* is the parameter in model space, $\overset{®}{x}$ is the parameter in optimization space, **lb** is the lower bound of that parameter (in model space) and **ub** the upper bound of that parameter (in model space). The decoding operation reverses this transformation using $x = \sin^{2}\left( \overset{®}{x} \right) \bullet \left( {\mathbf{ub} - \mathbf{lb}} \right) + \mathbf{lb}$.Table 8Parameter transformations, the units of the diffusivities is in m^2^/s, other units are dimensionless.Table 8**ParameterModel (& compartment)Encoding transformationDecoding transformation**$d_{\mathit{||}}$Tensor${\overset{®}{d}}_{\mathit{||}}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{d_{\mathit{||}}}{1{*10}^{- 8}} \right|})$$d_{\mathit{||}} = \sin^{2}\left( {\overset{®}{d}}_{\mathit{||}} \right){\bullet 1}{*10}^{- 8}$$d_{\bot_{1}}$Tensor${\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{1}}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{d_{\bot_{1}}}{1{*10}^{- 8}} \right|})$$d_{\bot_{1}} = \sin^{2}\left( {\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{1}} \right){\bullet 1}{*10}^{- 8}$$d_{\bot_{2}}$Tensor${\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{2}}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{d_{\bot_{2}}}{1{*10}^{- 8}} \right|})$$d_{\bot_{2}} = \sin^{2}\left( {\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{2}} \right){\bullet 1}{*10}^{- 8}$$\psi$--$\overset{®}{\psi} = \left| \psi \right|{\%\pi}$${\psi =}\left| \overset{®}{\psi} \right|{\%\pi}$$\theta$--$\overset{®}{\theta} = \left| \theta \right|{\%\pi}$${\theta =}\left| \overset{®}{\theta} \right|{\%\pi}$$\phi$--$\overset{®}{\phi} = \left| \phi \right|{\%\pi}$${\phi =}\left| \overset{®}{\phi} \right|{\%\pi}$$\kappa$--${\overset{®}{\kappa}}_{\mathit{||}}{= \mathit{acos}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{{\kappa - 1}{*10}^{- 5}}{{2\pi - 1}{*10}^{- 5}} \right|})$${\kappa =}\cos^{2}\left( \overset{®}{\kappa} \right) \bullet \left( {{2\pi - 1}{*10}^{- 5}} \right){+ 1}{*10}^{- 5}$$d_{\mathit{||}}$CHARMED (Tensor)${\overset{®}{d}}_{\mathit{||}}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{d_{\mathit{||}}{- 1}{*10}^{- 9}}{5{*10}^{- 9}{- 1}{*10}^{- 9}} \right|})$$d_{\mathit{||}} = \sin^{2}\left( {\overset{®}{d}}_{\mathit{||}} \right) \bullet \left( {5{*10}^{- 9}{- 1}{*10}^{- 9}} \right){+ 1}{*10}^{- 9}$$d_{\bot_{1}}$CHARMED (Tensor)${\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{1}}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{d_{\bot_{1}}{- 1}{*10}^{- 10}}{5{*10}^{- 9}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}} \right|})$$d_{\bot_{1}} = \sin^{2}\left( {\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{1}} \right) \bullet \left( {5{*10}^{- 9}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}} \right){+ 3}{*10}^{- 10}$$d_{\bot_{2}}$CHARMED (Tensor)${\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{2}}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{d_{\bot_{2}}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}}{3{*10}^{- 9}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}} \right|})$$d_{\bot_{2}} = \sin^{2}\left( {\overset{®}{d}}_{\bot_{2}} \right) \bullet \left( {3{*10}^{- 9}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}} \right){+ 3}{*10}^{- 10}$$d$CHARMED(CHARMED_in)$\overset{®}{d}{= \mathit{asin}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{{d - 3}{*10}^{- 10}}{3{*10}^{- 9}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}} \right|})$$d = \sin^{2}\left( \overset{®}{d} \right) \bullet \left( {3{*10}^{- 9}{- 3}{*10}^{- 10}} \right){+ 3}{*10}^{- 10}$$\eta$CHARMED(Johnson noise)${\overset{®}{\eta}}_{\mathit{||}}{= \mathit{acos}⁡}(\sqrt{\left| \frac{\eta}{1{*10}^{6}} \right|})$${\eta =}\cos^{2}\left( \overset{®}{\eta} \right){\bullet 1}{*10}^{6}$

Appendix B {#s0120}
==========

[Table 9](#t0045){ref-type="table"}, [Table 10](#t0050){ref-type="table"} and [Table 11](#t0055){ref-type="table"} show the model initializations in use for respectively CS, CI and CF. The target model (first column) is the final model we wish to optimize, the source model (second column) is the model we use as a source of initialization. For CS and CI the last column shows which parameters are initialized from source model to target model. The last column in the CF table shows which parameters are fixed instead initialized. That is, CF has the same initialization as CI except for some parameters that are fixed instead of initialized.Table 9The initialization in a Cascade S~0~ (CS).Table 9**Target modelSource modelCascade parameters inits**Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]S0S0.s0CHARMED_in\[*n*\]S0S0.s0TensorS0S0.s0NODDIS0S0.s0Table 10The initializations in a Cascade Initialize (CI) cascade.Table 10**Target modelSource modelCascade parameters inits**Ball&Sticks_in1S0S0.s0Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]Ball&Sticks_in\[*n-1*\]S0.s0, Stick\[n\].$\left\{ {\theta,\phi} \right\}$, ${w_{\mathit{stick}}}_{\{ 0,1,2,\ldots\mathit{n\}}}$      CHARMED_in\[*n*\]Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]S0.s0CHARMED_in\[n\].$\{\theta,\phi\}$ = Stick\[n\].$\{\theta,\phi\}$Tensor.$\{\theta,\phi\}$ = Stick0.$\{\theta,\phi\}$$w_{\mathit{\_ re}s_{\{ 0,1,2,\ldots\mathit{n\}}}} = w_{\mathit{stic}k_{\{ 0,1,2,\ldots\mathit{n\}}}}$TensorBall&Sticks_in1S0.s0, Tensor.$\left\{ {\theta,\phi} \right\}$ = Stick0.$\{\theta,\phi\}$      NODDIBall&Sticks_in1S0.s0NODDI_in.$\{\theta,\phi\}$ = Stick0.$\{\theta,\phi\}$$w_{\mathit{csf}} = w_{\mathit{ball}}$$w_{\mathit{in}} = {w_{\mathit{stick}}}_{0}{/2}$$w_{\mathit{ex}} = {w_{\mathit{stick}}}_{0}{/2}$Table 11The fixes overriding the initializations in a Cascade Fixed (CF) cascade.Table 11**Target modelSource modelOverriding cascade fixes**CHARMED_in\[*n*\]Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\]CHARMED_in\[n\].$\{\theta,\phi\}$ = Stick\[n\].$\{\theta,\phi\}$NODDIBall&Sticks_in1NODDI_in.$\{\theta,\phi\}$ = Stick0.$\{\theta,\phi\}$

Please note that the cascades are defined recursively. For example, if we optimize CHARMED_in\[*n*\] using CI, we use Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\] as a source model. Ball&Sticks_in\[*n*\] in turn uses Ball&Sticks_in\[*n-1*\] as a source of initialization, and so forth until the source model is S0.

The initialization and fixes are indicated with an assignment operation. For example, Tensor. $\theta$ = Stick0.$\theta$ indicates that the $\theta$ parameter of the Tensor compartment in the target model is initialized with the optimized $\theta$ parameter maps of the Stick0 model. In all the tables we use the convention that initializations and fixes with similar named models are abbreviated to a single statement. For example, initializing/fixing Stick0. $\theta$ of the previous model to the Stick0. $\theta$ of the next model is abbreviated as just Stick0. $\theta$.

Appendix C. Supplementary material {#s0130}
==================================
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